BEVERAGES
Unacceptable standards of pay and working conditions are rife among farmers and pickers of tea
and coffee. In particular, the tea packing process also harbours a structure that promotes casual
employment and results in low wages.

The issues
This information sheet concentrates on the major beverages of black tea and instant or ground coffee. Orange juice is purchased in
smaller quantities and has similar procurement implications to those of fruit which is covered in a separate information sheet. Tea
and coffee products are made using tea leaves or coffee beans that have been processed and prepared. Coffee is harvested and sold
as green beans, and is usually roasted and prepared in the country or region where the finished beverage product will be sold. The
five major coffee producers, together accounting for 63% of world production, are listed below;
Tea is a leaf, picked by hand and dried and prepared to make tea leaves for infusion in hot water. The five major producers of tea,
responsible for 83% of total world production in 2007, are also shown below.
Coffee - Countries

Tonnes 2007

Tea - Countries

Tonnes 2007

Brazil

2,249,010

China

2,349,502

Viet Nam

961,200

India

949,220

Columbia

697,377

Kenya

369,600

Indonesia

676,475

Sri-Lanka

305,220

Ethiopia

325,800

Turkey

206,260

(http://faostat.fao.org/DesktopDefault.aspx?PageID=567&lang=en)
Once ripe, coffee is harvested, depulped, fermented and prepared for export. It is
roasted in the country of destination (or prepared as an instant freeze dried product)
for the consumer. More detailed information of the processing stages can be found at
www.equalexchange.coop/quality . The companies behind the most recognisable and
widely bought coffee brands are Nestle, Proctor and Gamble, Kraft and Sara Lee
(BrandZ 2007).
Tea is grown on either small holdings or large estates. Each plant is picked every 1-2
weeks by hand, and the plucked leaves are collected in a basket or bag carried on the
back of the picker to a collection point where it is weighed before being taken to the
factory for processing, or "making", as it is known in the tea trade.
Tea is grown around the world and is packed and distributed in the most part by large agribusiness corporations under various
brands. The largest tea packing and distributing companies are Unilever, Tata (Tetley), and Sara Lee. Lipton, owned by Unilever is the
only globally distributed tea brand. In the UK the market is dominated by Tetley and Unilever, with Twinning’s (Associated British
Foods) being the third largest UK tea brand.

Environmental and social impacts
Poverty wages and insecurity related to fluctuating prices are the key poverty implications for coffee farmers and those associated
with harvesting the beans. In the 1970s the price per pound of coffee was 322 US cents, by 2005 this had fallen to 79 cents per
pound (FAO 2006). The large instant and ground coffee brands have reportedly not been hit by this fall in the commodity price,
sparking campaigns to encourage shoppers to move to Fairtrade certified coffee products that ensure a minimum payment reaches
the farmer. The critically acclaimed film Black Gold deals with the issues of inequality of pricing in the coffee supply chain and can be
seen at www.blackgoldmovie.com. There are reports of inadequate pay, long and therefore dangerous working hours involved in tea
picking together with unacceptable living standards as a result.

Possible solutions
Oxfam’s Make Trade Fair campaign (see coffee report Mugged, poverty in your coffee cup) provides an in depth explanation of the
pricing of coffee through the supply chain and why Fairtrade pricing is advocated by Oxfam and others:
www.maketradefair.com/en/index.php?file=16092002164814.htm
Action Aid's tea focused action for buyers features the principles that can be applied across all beverages.
Action Aid is asking that:
?
Directors of companies consider the impacts of their
Rift Valley Case Study
business on all stakeholders, such as workers and smallholder
One of the most recent accounts of tea pickers’
farmers, alongside their financial commitments to
conditions, reported by online humanitarian news
shareholders.
site
IRIN, reinforces earlier evidence of the poverty
?
Companies should negotiate with civil society organisations
induced by low wages and the hardship due to the
and other stakeholders to address the tea crisis in India and
physical nature of the work. For the first time a link
should support the introduction of a legal duty of care on
has
been made to the spread of HIV. The piece
directors of multinational companies under UK law.
meal
wage system that pays by weight leads to a
(www.actionaid.org.uk)
structural inequality of wage for women tea pickers
In 2003, Oxford Brookes became the first Fairtrade University.
as they often cannot pick and carry comparable
Under this scheme universities and colleges ensure that Fairtrade
weights to men in the same time scale. Low wages
products are widely available and raise awareness of the benefits
of tea pickers in general can mean that family
for producers in developing countries.
structures are broken down, the combination of
www.fairtrade.org.uk/get_involved/campaigns/fairtrade_universi
behavioural implications stemming from family
ties
separation and women requiring a supplementary
Fairtrade
income lead to a localised sex trade and the related
The Fairtrade mark guarantees a minimum price that is always at
spread of HIV at some tea plantations.
least as good as the market value of any commodity. Tea and
“Tea accounts for about 20 percent of Kenya's
coffee are available with this accreditation in the UK, which
gross domestic product and is one of its main
provides assurance that the poverty conditions of farmers,
exports, but tea pickers are paid an average of six
pickers and growers can be prevented. www.fairtrade.org.uk.
Kenya shillings per kg of picked leaves; most say it
is difficult to pick more than 50kg per day. A
Ethical Tea Partnership
majority
of tea pickers are employed on a casual
The ETP describes itself as an independent monitor checking
basis,
making
it harder for them to negotiate better
living and working standards on tea estates. It is based on the
pay and working conditions.”
Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) Base Code, which is itself drawn
www.irinnews.org/Report.aspx?ReportId=83249
from ILO (International Labour Organization) Conventions.
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However, the scheme has been criticised because the focus
appears to be on large-scale producers which may marginalise
small producers and there is no required minimum price. (Moore
2008).
Rainforest Alliance
Primarily an environmental group, Rainforest Alliance became interested in coffee when farmers began clearing rainforest in South
and Central America to grow 'full sun' coffee in a desperate attempt to increase harvests (Ethical Consumer 2005). Certification
requires adherence to sustainable principles, including conserving local wildlife and water resources, minimising soil erosion, treating
workers fairly, protecting the forest and reforesting where possible. The Rainforest Alliance does not guarantee a minimum price for
suppliers and there need only be 30% accredited tea or coffee in a product to receive endorsement.

Recommendations
¥
Ensuring a Fairtrade certified option (or equivalent) will impact on the wages reaching those at the

start of the supply chain.
¥
Rainforest Alliance certification (or equivalent) may provide benefits to farmers.
¥
Use questions about the strategic commitments of suppliers in pre qualifying assessments as per

Action Aid's suggested actions (or equivalent) to help compare suppliers.
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This sheet is part of a series of 14 on different commodities written for EAUC's Promoting Poverty
Aware Procurement project to enable universities and colleges to be more aware of poverty issues
when they make procurement decisions. For more information about the project visit
www.eauc.org.uk/promoting_poverty_aware_procurement_on_campus
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